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SLEEP ARCHITECTURE (MEDIAN VALUES)

SLEEP 
EFFICIENCY 

62.8%

SLEEP QUALITY

Investigate the feasibility of using ambulatory

polysomnography (PSG), the gold standard in sleep

measurement, to monitor sleep architecture (sleep

stages) and sleep quality during PTA
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▪ Sleep disturbance is a common consequence of

traumatic brain injury (TBI). It often occurs in the

early stages of recovery, and whilst patients are in a

state called post-traumatic amnesia (PTA)

▪ PTA is defined as a temporary period of altered

consciousness (caused by a TBI) where patients are

typically confused, disoriented, agitated and with no

continuous memory for daily events

▪ ≈80% of patients in PTA have sleep disturbance, yet

research is seldom focused on sleep during PTA
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1. BACKGROUND

Median Age: 49.5yrs 

(Q1-Q3: 22.8-66.8)

55.5% male

Median time from 

TBI to PSG: 

34.5 days

(Q1-Q3: 19.0-49.8)

Median PTA duration: 

36.0 days (severe TBI)

(Q1-Q3: 23-80.5) 

Median Inpatient 

Rehabilitation Stay: 

55.0 days

(Q1-Q3: 39.3-155.5)

3. METHODOLOGY

2. STUDY AIM

Participants in PTA were recruited

from Epworth HealthCare’s inpatient

TBI Rehabilitation Unit. Overnight PSG

was recorded at patient bedside, using

the Compumedics Somté PSG. The

Somté is an ambulatory device which

secures around the chest with a Velcro

strap and sticker electrodes are placed

on head sites (guided by a sleep

scientist). Polysomnography (PSG)

records brain waves and body activity

to inform about sleep quality and

stages (e.g. % of rapid-eye movement

sleep (REM - dreaming sleep) and

non-REM (NREM - slow-wave sleep))

4. RESULTS (N=22)

Of 31 patients monitored with PSG, the minimum

required PSG recording time (6hrs), occurred in 22

patients (adherence rate: 71%). In general, the majority

of sleep time was spent in lighter sleep stages (74.6%).

Deep, slow-wave restorative sleep (NREM Stage 3)

was generally reduced compared to normal estimates

and in 45.5% of the sample, was entirely absent.

This study is the first to report the feasibility of PSG

during PTA. Whilst PSG is feasible, there are

challenges given the confused and agitated nature of

PTA. Results appear to indicate increased disruptions

with sleep quality and to some extent sleep

architecture. Further research can develop our

understanding between PTA and sleep disturbance.

5. CONCLUSION

Median sleep duration was 

5.3hrs. Patients displayed 

an increased number of 

awakenings during sleep 

time (median: 26).  

Patients sleep efficiency 

(ratio of time spent asleep 

compared with time in 

bed) was low (62.8%). 

This equates to ≈2hrs of 

wakefulness during sleep 

time (median: 116.8mins). 
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